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ABOUT US
Universal Wellhead Services, LLC “UWS” was formed April 
2010, providing drilling and completion designs, new and 
remanufactured wellhead equipment, and service personnel to the 
oil and gas industry. Our primary focus is the sale and installation 
of wellhead equipment, ancillary product lines which include 
valves, manifolds, frac trees, repair, remanufacture, and field 
service. Our products are used both in the drilling and completion 
phases of the oil and gas industry. 

UWS has in-house machine capabilities which allows us to quickly 
and efficiently repair existing customer-owned wellheads. We 
maintain computer-generated inventory programs that enable 
us to utilize our customers’ inventory while providing them with 
detailed accurate inventory reports.

UWS has offices and full-service shops based in Corpus Christi, 
Odessa, Houston, Texas; Shreveport, Louisiana; Newcomerstown, 
Ohio.

OUR MISSION
Universal Wellhead Services Holdings, 
LLC is the premier Wellhead provider 

for Drilling, Completion, Production and 
Work Over Operations in the U.S.A.; 
focusing on safety, professionalism, 

utilization of extensive field, engineering 
and application experience while 

supplying the highest quality and most 
reliable Wellhead Components in the Oil 

and Gas Industry.

OUR VISION
Universal Wellhead Services’ vision 
is to become the Nation’s premier 

wellhead service company, by providing 
innovative solutions, superior customer 
service, and operating with unwavering 
ethical and safety standards in the Oil 

and Gas Industry.

OUR VALUES
Universal Wellhead Services’ core values 

are the foundation of our company, 
essential to our success and serve as the 

lens through which we evaluate every 
business decision. Our commitment 
to these values, in both words and 
actions, builds a stronger, healthier 
company. Guided by our values of 
safety, excellence, experience, and 

innovation, UWS works hard to earn the 
high regard of our clients. Our values 

promote trust, openness, teamwork and 
professionalism, as well as pride in what 
we do and how we conduct business.
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gone through and leave our facilities with a one 
year warranty. We repair most brands and models of 
wellheads and gate valves, each leaving our facility 
with the same one year warranty.

Ancillary products, such as secondary seals, casing 
hangers, tubing hangers, etc. are purchased from 
local manufacturers. These products are made to 
our explicit specifications and drawings. We stock a 
wide range of locally sourced elastomers in all trim 
and temperature ratings.

OUR SAFETY
UWS has a relentless commitment to the health
and safety of our employees and clients, devoted
to maintaining the highest levels of safety and
strive for zero incidents, injuries and illnesses. We 
recognize that we earn the right to operate every 
day by developing our assets responsibly and in an 
environmentally sound way. All of our employees 
are trained in current worksite safety procedures as 
well as how to work safely with certified, properly 
maintained equipment. We know that by keeping 
our team safe, we are able to keep our customers’ 
operations moving forward.

We are members of Avetta, ISN and Veriforce, and 
proudly align our standards with theirs to enhance 
safety for our workforce and the communities in 
which we serve.

OUR PRODUCTS AND 
SERVICES

We purchase many wellheads and valve components
from third-party providers. All of our providers are
known to us personally, some for as long as forty
years. Each provider we use manufactures all our
products to our specific material specifications and
machine drawings. We have personally inspected
most of their facilities and have reviewed their QA/
QC programs.

All wellhead components and valves are
manufactured to current API-6A specs. We supply the
FC and FLS model gate valves for all high pressure
applications and for our frac valve use. The FLS valve
is the current leader in the valve industry and allows 
for low operating torque, low pressure sealing, bi-
directional installation, metal-to-metal back seating 
and ease of repair. We offer the Type “M” wedge
gate valve profile for lower pressure applications. All
frac valves sent to the field will have certifications and
test charts. Our wellhead is the C-22 profile, the most
widely used in the industry.

We have the capability of manufacturing most
components in-house for specialty items or
emergency basis, but usually purchase from outside
sources to provide the best value for our clients. We
also offer remanufactured wellheads and gate valves 
as a low-cost option. These items are completely 


